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B CA USE over the past thirty-five years n? single person connected wi~ ~thJetics
has undergone so many changes of function and stat~ ~ the coach, rt IS essen.-
tial to define ~ funda.mpntal duties. In the present discussion a coach is re-

garded as a ~ or a woman, whose work it is to instruct !!leIILhers of college or uni-
venity teams and candidates for positions on such teams in the technique and play or
one or more branches of athletics.

The definition omits mention of many of the coach 's activities which have grown to
be IegatUed in the light of duties. and even qualifications for employment. ItdisregaMs
questions of his character and influence, his relation to the health and well-being of
players, ~ concern with the finances of athletics, the questions whether he ~votes;
the whole or a part of his time to ~ work, whether he ought to instruct in more ~
one branch of athletics. and whether Or not he is or should be a me:mbl-1 of the faculty .
His title. -whether or not he is appointed a director of physical education, or ath-
Jetics. or intercollegiate contests, -and his salary , are, not matters of imm~ con~
cern. In short, the definition is stated in its lowest terms.

If it were desirable to classify the coaches from whom information has been ~t
in ~e course of the study , it wouJd be possible to divide them into several categories :

The first group would include seasonal coai'-1le8 whose point of view and, indeed,
whose ~ occupation are those of the professional athlete and whose'employment
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exemplifies the notion that games must be won without regard to cost. Second come
those whole-year appointees who do not enjoy faculty status and who, after the close
of their respective seasons of coaching, :find their time practically unoccupied. The
third group of coaches includes instructors or directors of physical training or physical
education who coach in season, and out of season deliver a few lectures on hygiene and
many lectures on athletic coaching. and who, except in their season. have so little to do
that they welcome the opportunity to break their ennui by 8peakjDg tours away from
the college campus and by activities which result in the recnriting of athletes for their
teams. A fourth category would be composed of those coaching directors whose first
concern is their football squads. but who are expected to direct the activities of a
department of physical education and to coach or to supervise the coaching of &11
branches of athletics. Such men. occupied throughout the college year; truly represent
ful1-time employment} Fifth stands the teacher of academic subjects who in season.
whether or not for compensation. coaches and supervises athletic teams. Last come
the alumni coaches who, with the apparent exception of a single institution (Dalhousie).
are paid for their work with or without appointment to a faculty.

I. THE TBAnoING AND SELE~ON OF CoACHES

Before the actual appointment of a coach is considered, attention must be briefly
directed to the origins of some of the coaches.

A. ORIGINS AND TRAINING

The day is long past in American college athletics when the character and education

of a coach were either taken for granted or disregarded altogether. The facts that

football is essentially a college game and that ten years ago it was even more essen-

tial]ya college game than it is to-day account f~r football coaches being aJmost without

~ception college men. For example, of one hundred and four head football cOaches

considered in this study, onJy eighteen are not college graduates. or the rpcm~ining

eighty-six, twenty-five are bacheJors or arts, twenty-one bachelors of science, :five are

masters of arts, and an equal number are bachelors of law. The degrees of doctor of

medicine, bachelor of physical education, doctor of phi]osophy, and master of science

are represented by two coaches each. There were also round one bachelor of philosophy,

a bachelor of commercial science, a doctor of jurisprudence, and a doctor of dental

surgery .Eighteen other coaches are graduates of colleges, although their degrees were

not ascertained. Without exception these men received their most influential training

in football during college days.

In other branches or athletics coaches acquire their technique sometimes as under-

1 Some of these and many of the other m&tters de&]t with in the present chapter are treated in Dr. Ba:ry A. Scott'. P".-ae:

Btud" of ~. of Phlllical Education for Mm in Odlegu and UniHrlitiu,Teachers College, Columbi& UDiveraity, Contribu-
tiODS to Educ&tion No. S89.19i9. Dr. Scott'a appro&c:h to hiI aubjec:t differs -tially from that of the preaent diacaasioD, in
that he regards his aubject from the point of view of the penoDDel statistician of ph,ysic&1 educ&tion, and not from that of the
student of college &thletica.
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graduates. sometimes as employees of amateur athletic clubs and other similar organi-
zations. Indeed. in track and field athletics it is not at all unusual for an intelligent
trainer or rubber to advance to the po,sition of a successful coach, whose influence upon
young men is decidedly as wholesome as that of his academically trained colleagues.
Baseball. however, presents a somewhAt different situation. In a great number of cases
its coaches. employed on a seasonal basis. are professional players or former profes-
sionals whose only relations with colleges have come in the course of their coaching.
Despite individual exceptions, this fact explains in part the source of offers to college
undelpduates for summer positions as members of professional or semi-professional
baseball teams, and likewise tenders from teams in professional leagues. Indeed, some
college baseball coaches of teams noted for winning. whose regular faculty status
arises from their appointment as menlbers of the teaching staff of the university .play
professional baseball during the summer months. The professional influence in the
coaching of college and university baseball nines is a powerful factor in undergradUate
participation for money in summer b~bal1.

Some of the more technical aspects of the training of coaches for college posts have
not been included in the present study .The number of schools. colleges, and universi-
ties that announce courses for the training of coaches or directors of physical education
has never been accurately counted. but need not detain us. The work of institutions
that pretend to train men for such positions appears to vary widely in quality .nor is it
by any means certain that attendance upon a few courses in physical education or
coaching offered at a university or at a summer school is earnest of the knowledge and
the qualities of character that one who comes into intimate relationships with college
undelpduates should possess. On the other hand, the impression was gathered in the
course of the enquiry that coaches trained in good schools of physical education have
a broader interest in the various branches of athletics than men whose professional
preparation has been strictly specia]izt~ The broadly trained man who is put in charge
of a department or physical education appears to develop more rapidly a rounded
athletic program, whereas the specialist, trained principally as a player, tends to carry
specialization into his coaching. None or the dozen outstanding football coaches in the
United States to-day has been trained in a school of physical education. It is entirely
possible, however, to secure sound graduate training in physical education at a number
of universities and colleges (New 1~ork University, Oberlin, Rochester, Teachers
College Columbia University, Wisconsin, and other institutions). The much-empha-
sized demand for teachers trained in physical education in high schools and prepara-
tory schools has led to the inauguration of undergraduate courses in the subject at all
of the state universities and many privately endowed institutions. Parent:hetically, it
may be noted that the wisdom of requiring a coach to be a college physician is open to
question" Unless he is more physician than coach.
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B. THE SELECl'ION .AND APPOINTMENT OF COACHES

Any vacancy in the COaching staff of an institution that is at all prominent in

athletics brings a large number of applications for the position. It is not unusual for

as many as forty or fifty applicants to request consideration for appointment as head

football coach (Amherst, Beloit, Brown, New York University, Northwestern, Oregon

Agricultural College, Wesleyan). No matter whether appointments are to be con-

tractua1 or seasonal, it is customary for aspirants to point to their records of victory

and in some instances to the number of strong athletes whom they can bring with

them to their new positions in case they are selected. The instances of this nature that

are substantiated by letters available for study have involved principally high school

coaches who are endeavoring to enter college athletics, but coaches in college positions

are not by any means absent from the general run of such applicants.

1. Authority in the Selection of the Head Football Coach

Of one hundred and one institutions included in this study, at thirty-:five selection
of the head football coach entails coOperation ~tween various individuals and groups,
while at sixty-six the selection is made independently by a single group of individua1s.
At those colleges where the choice rests upon coOperation, in thirteen cases the presi-
dent holds the weight of choice, in ten the director of athletics or graduate manager,
in nine the alumni, and in th.ree the faculty .These coOperate variously with the
president, trustees, faculty , undergraduates, director or gradUate manager, alumni,
and athletic committees. At the institutions where »0 coOperation exists in selecting
a head football coach the choice rests with the alumni at twelve colleges, the director
or gradUate manager at the same number, and with the president and the faculty at
eleven each. In ten institutions the board of athletic control chooses the head football
coach, in six the athletic council, in two the athletic association, and in one each the
tnIstees and the undergraduates. Under such conditions it is not astonishing that so
many coaches proffer applications for positions (or "shop round. " as the saying is)

when vacancies in coach;Dg staffs appear. One prominent coach during the course of
the enquiry wrote : " In most colleges coaches owe their jobs to different groups or

alumni who are interested primarily in wmniDg athletic contests for their institution."
It is to be doubted if so sweeping a generalization is justified. On the other hand. at
six institutions (Brown, Dartmouth, N orthwestern, Westem Maryland. Penn State,
Syracuse) there have been indications that it is reasonably accurate as respects some
appointments. In at least two of these instances irregularities of procedure accom-
panied appointment, while at another institution (Columbia) an attempt to name a
coach in an irreguJar way was thwarted by the protests of the institution the coach
was expected to leave.

i. Appointment

Once the duly authorized agency has selected the coach at football, the next step is
his formal appointment. or one hundred institutions studied in this connection the
coaches at thirty-six are appointed by the ~ at twenty-eight by the president,
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and at sixteen by the athletic council or similar body, while at seven institutions a
committee on athletics, usually composed principally of alumni, has the deciding
voice. The matter is more direct.iy handled at four colleges where the alumni alone
make the appointment. Three coache§ are appointed by athletic directors, two each
by the faculty and the athletic association, and one each by the graduate manager
and an executive committee. In forty-six cases the appointment of a coach must be
approved by the trnstees of the institutions. This action is usually formal ; re<..'Ommen-
dation by a president is seldom contravened by his trustees, although examples to the
contrary (Centre, Syracuse, Texas) may be found.

8. Summary

It might be supposed that the status to which a prospective coach is to be appointed
would be determined by the agency of selection, -in other words, that if a coach is to
be a member of the faculty , the person who actually selects him would likewise be a
faculty member or a college admiT1i~tor. The history of a number of appointments,
however, demonstrates that such is not the case. Probably in no other aspect or
American academic life is the choosing of a member of the faculty so often affected
by the decisions of persons not intimately connected with the adm1T1i~tion of the
institution.

n. THE STATUS .AND TENURE OF COACHES
In the present connection the word " status " connotes the terms upon which the

football or other coach is appointed. Tenure involves the length of the period during
which the appoinbnent is held, the power of tli$IDi~--l , and other related matters. More

specifically , discussion of the tenure of the coach quickly focuses itself upon the ques-
tion whether the length of the appoinbnent is dependent upon the number of victories
won by the teams coached by the incumbent, and whether, in the event of the team's

losing games, pressure is applied for his tli~i~~] or resignation.

A. THE STATUS OF CoACHES

The single aspect of the status of coaches that has been most discussed in recent
years is thus the employment of coaches as full-time members or the regularly
appointed teaching staff of a college or university .Here the term " facuJty status " is

often used indjscrimjnately .When applied to an athletic coach it probably implies that

he is appointed by the same authority as other members of the teaching staff, with or

without term, that his rank is comparable wit,h that ofheads or academic departments,

professors, or instrnctors, that his reappointment is to be: approached on the same

basis, that sabbatical leave or absence is accorded to him just as it is to his colleagues

in other departments, and that his post carries with it the right of membership in the

deliberative or legislative body of the university or college with vote. In short, the
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term " faculty status ..as used in connection with an athletic coach should mean that

no distinctions exist between his status and the status of any academic colleague.2
At sixty-three institutions of the present study the head football coach holds a ful1-

time faculty appointment and in respect of the foregoing definitions is to be regarded
as possessing faculty status. Of these coaches. :fifty-five are members of the department
of physical education. while eight are teachers of academic subjects. The difference
between the professor of physical education. a part of whose ~ duties is the coach-
ing of football and other branches of athletics. and the teacher of an ~emic subject,
like Latin. or economics. or history , who, in addition to his duties. undertakes the
coo..bing of a team or a crew, although obvious, is too often neglected.

A con'eSpondent has enquired. " Is it not true that the past tendency to make

specialized coaches over into a11-yea.r-round athletic directors is ca.mou:fIage ? ..A
categorical reply is scarcely warranted by the facts of the enquiry .If the question had
dealt with full-time employment in its relation to full-time status and compensation,
it could have been in part answered by pOinting. on the one hand, to fully occupied
coaches at Bowdoin, Coe, University of Ch;.,.go, University or Micbjgan, Ohio State
University , and the University or Utah, as contrasted with men at some of the institu-
tions of the Intercollegiate Conference, at certain Southern universities, and at Cornell,
University of Missouri, New York University, Oregon Agricultural College, Univer-
sity of Southern California, Stanford, and the Universities of Texas and Wasbjngton.
It is difficult to understand how COIehiDg in one or two branches of athletics can be
..med as full-time service, especially when a number of coaches employed on a non-
academic basis (Carnegie Institute of Technology, Dartmouth, Princeton) carry on
intensive activities in business and other fields besides their work as coaches. From
many points of view , the substitution of the academic costume ror the football suit
represents rather a yielding on the part of university authorities to demands made by
influential and skilful coaches, whose services they fear to lose, than a desire to recog-
nize physical education, whether or not as embodied in the person or a particular
coach. as an appropriate subject for academic instruction and research.

Not all coaches or directors or physical education who are so fortunate as to possess
faculty status live up to it. The activities or some in spying out, recruiting, and sub-
sidizing athletes, their attempts to evade or to best both the letter and the spirit or
rules, in the past their indulgence in unworthy associations, and the apparent absence

, The BWnaial SufNV of Hig- Edlleationø (192W4). issued as a Bulletinof the Bureau of EducatioD in 19!6. CODtains the fol-
lowmg passage : " A.boIitiOD of profelsioDal coaches aDd RbstitutiOD of faculty coaches in their place has ~ved great impetus

from its approval by n~tatives of t-Ive New Ywok aDd New EDg!aDd oolleges in 19!2. ThiI plan has beeD adopted by
UDion, Wesleyan, Bata. TriDitY. aDd Bamiltou. aDd submitted for eoDsideratiOD to Amherst, Bowdoin, Tufts. Middlebury .and
CoJby ." A.PP8"'DtI.v no distiDetion is ~ ~ between the coach who tabs faculty rank as a ~essor of physical edUcatioD
(Ambe'8t. Bowdoill) and the full.time te8clIer of academic Rbjects who, in addition to hU regular duties. UDdertakes also the
coachiIIg of athletic teams (Bates, Tufts). The dj!eren~ between these two types of appointee involves very great distinctioDS,
MIme of which are pointed out ill the 00- of the p-t dilcussioD.
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of any code of honor among some of them, all combine to qualify the succe.c;s of the
attempt to transform coaching specialists into academic teachers.

On the other hand, the bestowal of academic status upon coaches appears to be a
practical result of the essentially sound conviction that a coach should be a man whom
the college is ready to welcome as a nlember of its f~ty .Thus the motive behind
the formula of faculty status for coaches is good. The practical results of the formula,
however, are not always happy, not alone on the grounds of morals and influence, but
also with respect to the coach's own comfort and tenUl'e. Faculty status, it will be
shown on subsequent pages, seldom carries with it so great a return in money as the
coach could secUl'e " elsewhere." It has not assured ]ong tenure, nor has it protected

him against the demands or alumni for victory .Finally, it has not guaranteed the
coach 's impeccability in matters or inducements and subsidizing. The best test of the
value or faculty status as a formula to be used in solving the problems of athletic
an ministration is this : Does faculty status assure to an institution scholastic standards
and aims in policy and in education in which the institution may take pride p Doubtless
at some colleges the answer is in the affirmative. They are to be congratulated. At many
others, however, the elevation of the c<>ach to membership in the academic family has
resulted merely in covering insincerity and dishonesty with the trappings or scho]ar-
ship to the detriment of both leamiDg and sport. Not every director of physicaJ educa-
tion should coach the football team, nor should every football coach be a professor of
physical education.

Of the forty-one institutions where the football coach does not enjoy faculty status,
seven employ full-time men in this capacity and thirty-four seasonal or part-time men,
while five contract with the coach to take c'harge of other branches or athletics.3
Divided authority and responsibility in football coaching has not worked well where
the experiment has been tried (Oregon Agricultural College, Rutgers). At two institu-
tions (North Carolina, Ohio WesleyaIi) it appears that the head football coach has
assumed and maintained an authority which was vested theoretically in a director of
physical education. Many of these difficulties might be resolved, so far as coaches are
concerned, if a line were drawn distinctly between intramural athletics with their con-
cern for health and hygiene on the one }land, and, on the other, intercollegiate athletics
with their spectacular and public panoply.

Thus, appointment as a member of a faculty as contrasted with employment on a
part-time or seasonal basis confers no mystical assurance that the work of any coach
shall " succeed " in developing habits of honesty, uprightness, courage, or self-reliance

among the young men entrusted to his care. Of all the field ofhighereducation, physical
edu~tion shows the largest number of members with the rank of professor who have

I The late Dr- Frank A. ~ of Laf&yette apreS8ed the opiJlion that it is imlX88ible to RCure a satisfactory all..year-roWld
coach for a number of branches of athletics, becaaae a ID&D who can CO8Ch football 8eldom succeeds &8 ~ in other br&Dches.
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only the bachelor's degree or no degree whatever. In short, faculty status of itself
guarantees to the institution nothing whatsoever wjth respect to the ability and
character of the coach.

B. THE TENURE OF COA~
In the present connection the word " tenure " is used to refer to the length of time

during which a coach holds his position at one institution. In the Midwest, Southwest,
and South the tenure of the head coach at football is apprcoehing the permanent.
There are indications also that in track athletics and in other branches tenure of
coaches the country over is becoming longer. Owmg principa.lly to the employment of
professional league players as baseball coaches, the tenure in this branch of athletics
was at one time the least permanent of a.ll. The changes which recent years have
wrought are illustrated at the University of Chicago, Columbia, Holy Cross College,
Princeton, University of Texas, and Yale. Two elements of tenure are important for
both coach and institution: its length, and the causes assigned for termination of
servIce.

1. Length of Tenure

All told, the enquiry has dealt with 272 coaches whose service has totaled 948 years
in separate institutions. On the average the stay amounted to 8.49 years, while the
median tenure was two years. Of the 82 head football coaches who he1d their positions
at institutions of the study, the total service years at these institutions were 887, with
an average of 4.72 years and a median of three years. Such facb as these, and others
to follow, indicate that the length of the tenure of the coach, and especia.Jly of the head
coach at football, is inc1SsiDg.

Among these 8~ coaches one had a tenure of thirty years, two of twenty-five years,
three of ten years, one of eight years, three of seven, thirteen of three, nineteen of two
years, andotwenty-two of one year.

From sixty-four colleges and universities data were gathered concemmg the number
of head football coaches who had served the individual institutions during the past ten
years. Thirteen institutions had one coach during that period, while eight had two
coaches, sixteen had three, twe1ve had four, and one each had employed eight and nine
coaches respectively. The average number or coaches so employed during the ten
years was 8.84.

&0 The Relation bdween T enure and Salary

No very clear relationship exists between J.iIgth of tenure and the salary received
by head football coaches, although in the higher salary groups a few tendencies become
fairly well defined. Seven coaches or the study received $10,000 or more as annual
salary .Of these, three, at the time or the :field visit, had been in office two years or less,
while the other four had enjoyed tenures respectively of three, three and one-half, ten,
and fifteen years. Thus the coaches who at the time of the :field visits were enjoying
the highest salaries for their services at football had had an average tenure of 5.i3
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years. The two men with the longest service averaged 12.5 years, while the five with
the shortest service averaged 2.45 years. -

The average salary of the fourteen coaches who, at the time of the visits to their
respective institutions, had had ten or more years of tenure was $5,9~. In this group
the highest salary was $10,000, the lowest $3,500. Of these fourteen men. five had
served twenty years or more in the same position. Their average salary was $6,900.
The average salary of the remainder of the group, who, having discharged thE-ir present
duties during from ten to :fifteen years, had an average service of 12.1 years (the median
service being twelve years), was $6,889, with their median salary $6,000. All of the
salaries of $10,000 or more were paid by institutions having more than one thousand
students eligible for participation in intercollegiate contests.

These facts disclose no special relation between coaches' salaries and length of their
tenure. The size of the university or college is a more important factor in determming
the salary paid.

b. Tenure, Salary, and Faculty Status

Among the group of fourteen coaches having to their credit ten or more years of
.service m the same position, eight enjoyed faculty status. Of the remaining six: who
were not members of faculties, three were seasona] appointees without formal duties
after the football season, although the services of one or two were utilized in checking
the academic standing of football players. Two were full-time appointees and one was
a part-time appointee who, however, coached another branch of athletics in season.
Thus, even with respect to those fourteen coaches who have filled the same position
for upwards of ten years, no significant relation exists between tenure, saJary , and
status as a member of a faculty .For men of shorter tenure, the fact that the notion of
faculty status has been in widespread operation for a comparatively short period of
years has rendered inconclusive any attempts to generalize.

~. Causes Assigned for Termination or Service

In twenty-two instances of recent years in which head coaches at football have
terminated thei~ service at one institution to go to anothE'.r, each migration involved
the receipt of a higher salary .A number of such transfers were studied in detail. The
causes assigned varied widely; indeed, in not a few cases it was impoSSlDle to verify
or co<>rdinate the reasons given by the two parties to the change. An attempt to classify
the causes of migration beyond the offer of a higher salary has resulted. in discovering
only two specific reasons : first, lack of coOperation, and secondly, the loss of games.

a. CoOperation as a Factor in the Migration of Coaches

In a number of instances the principal factors which combined to end the tenure of
a coach may be grouped together in the single statement, " He did not fit." The verdict

implies an element of injustice to all coaches, ~uch as further enquiry revealed
the fact that in a few instances it was employed to c]oak specific breaches of manners
or moraJs. At two institutions coaches who were plainly unsuited to their positions were
dispellsed"with after long and devious negotiations and intrigue. It is not too much to
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say that tenUl'e frequently depends upon cOOperation between the coach and other
authorities. One prominent coach even went so far as to express his coOperative atti-
tude in respect of certain abuses with which he claimed to be out of sympathy by stating
that he did not wish to " bat out his own brains " by leading a reform. A beneficent

compromise of a policy with the facts of a situation in football coaching is well illus-
trated by the cOOperation existing at McGill University .By and large, the reason most
commonly alleged for the resignation or d;sm;~sal of football coaches has been stated
somewhat vaguely to be " temperament," the fact that they have not :fitted the require-

ments of their positions, or that they could not handle their men successfully.

b. Tenure in .Relation to Victory

At eighty-three different institutions of the study various coaches, presidents, deans.
faculty members, and others were uked the question: c. Is the tenure of the coach
dependent here upon his producing ~ teams ? " When recent football history at

any institution clearly led to the conclusion that victory was or was not essential to
tenure, the facts of the case were given more weight in the study than the replies of
officers, students, and alumni.

Of the replies, those at thirty-three institutions were affirmative and forty-six were
negative, while conflicting opinions were expressed at four institutions. Six coaches,
four presidents, four directors of physical education. and one faculty member were
among those who replied in the affirmative. In nine instances action promptly follow-
ing losing seasons at football proved conclusively that the tenure of the coach depended

upon victory.
As regards the forty-Six negative replies, Six came from faculty members, nine from

presidents or deans, five from coaches. and eight from directors or graduate managers,
while six others were corroborated or inferred mlmist&kably from the evidences of
recent official action. In four cases reservations accompanied answers in the negative.
There were conflicts of opinion: in two instances coaches believed that tenure depended
upon producing a victorious eleven, while their presidents denied it. In one instance
the situation was reversed. In another, the alumni regarded tenure as dependent upon
victory , while the college president did not. The athletic authorities at Comell, Har-
vard, and Iowa have proved through action that victory is not essential to tenure. In
a number of other cases of coaches' lii~i~~J after losing seasons at football it is difficult
to be certain that in anyone instance a coach is lii~i~~ or not reappointed on these
grounds. CertaiDIy .losing teams have been factors in not a few cases. One coach went
so far as to state frankly that the subsidizing of athletes is essential if a coach's tenure
depends upon victory .In the South it is not uncommonly regarded as unfair to coaches
to check up on the scholastic standing of football players in mid-season because of the
possibility of interfering with combinations for play through the removal of ineligible
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players and thus impairiDg the chances of the team and hence the tenUl"e of the coach.
Comparing the foregoing evidence with what could be learned of conditions in the

past, we believe that the tenure of the football coach is coming less and less to depend
upon victory .The standard desired at; present appearsto be a " fair wimIing average' ,

over a period of from five to ten years. Such an aggregate is being achieved through the
operation of forces working from two directions : coaches, on their side, are demanding
longer contracts, and institutions, on the other, are becoming less and less subject to
the pressure for victory from a few rabid enthusiasts. And yet one striking injustice
to the coach remains : Even though ,\rictory be not so essential to tenUl"e as it was in
the past, nevertheless if a coach believes it to be thus essential, the result of defeat upon
his peace of mind is equally detrimental.

In any case, from the point of view of the coach, academic status and appointment
to membership in a faculty , -not to mention even a professorship of physical educa-
tion, -do not protect a coach's tenure when teams cease to win and the college
administrator charged with the shaping of the institution's athletic policy wavers in
his support. Nor, from the point of view of the institution, is " a seat on the faculty "

a guarantee of the good character of the coach, his contentment with his post and its
duties, or satisfactory teachiDg. Some time ago it was suggested that an endowment
from the income of which a football or other coach might be paid would offer the best
solution of all questions touching tenure and s.alary of coaches.

ill. THE COACH'S SALARY

During the enquiry many requests were ~ved for information concerning the
salaries paid to coaches. Doubtless these questions reflected not alone a common
curiosity and a desire on the part of college ~nmini--.trators to conform to general
practice, but also the notion that no coach ought to receive a higher salary than a full
professor at the same institution. A<:cordingly, data were collected from about one
hundred universities and colleges concerDiDg the salaries paid to deans, the lrul.Yimum
salaries paid to full professors, the compensation of the head football coach. and the
pay of the next highest paid coach. A few inferences concerDiDg the m~Yimum salaries
of professors have appeared in the Twenty-third Annual Report of this Foundation
(l~) .All of the figures represent m'..Yimum salaries being paid at the time of the field
visits to the respective institutions.

A. THE SALARY OF THE HEAD FOOTBALL CoACH IN RELATION '1'0 0rBEB SAT.AR~-~

At over one hundred universities and colleges the highest salary paid to a dean was
$15,000, the median $6,000, the average $6,409. The highest-paid full professor re-
ceived a ~ry of $12,000, while the median salary among such professors was $.5,000
and the average $5,158. Among eighty-three directors of physical education or gradu-
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ate managers, the highest salary was $14,000, the lowest $1,000 for part-time work,
the median $4,800, and the average $5,095. Of ninety-si:x head football coaches, the
highest paid drew a salary of $14,000, and the lowest $1,800, while the median salary
was $6,000 and the average $6,107.

At ten colleges the salary of the head coach in football was paid partly by the athletic
association or department and partly by the institution. Under these circumstances
the highest pay was $14,000, the lowest $3,500, the median $7,500, and the average
$7,700. The highest amount paid by an athletic association as its share of the total
compensation of the head football coach was $9,500, the lowest amount $700, the
median $3,151, and the average $4,115. The highest amount contributed by a college
to such a divided salary was $5,000, the lowest $2,500, the median $8,449, the average
$8,544. It appears, therefore. to be the general rule that, on the average, when the
salary of the head football coach is paid partly by the athletic department or the
athletic association and partly by the college, the athletic association or department
bears the brunt of the burden. Apparently, in some instances the college has found the
divided salary a somewhat inexpensive means of securing a high-priced coach for a
comparatively small expenditure of the institution' s own funds.

A further division of head football coaches' salaries on the basis or full-time or sea-
sonal appointment involves fifty-nine coaches employed on a full-time basis and
twenty-si:x on a seasonal basis. Of the fifty-nine full-time coaches the athletic associa-
tion. which is the employer in nineteen cases, paid to the highest-paid $12,000, to the
lowest-pa.id $1,800, to the median man $6,000, and on the average $6,468. In forty
cases the institution paid the full-time football coach, and almost universally he en-
joyed faculty status ; the highest salary was $1~,000, the lowest $~,800, the median
$4,778, the average $5,058. A comparison of these average salaries of full-time coaches,
-$6,466 when paid by the athletic association and $5,058 when paid by the college,
-affords to the statistically minded an opportunity to infer that to the full-time foot-
ball coach academic status costs, on the ave~e, about $1,400 a year, or about 27.6
per cent of the salary that he receives from his college.
.With respect to twenty-si:x seasonal head coaches at football, twenty-one were paid
by the athletic association or department and :five out of instit~tional funds. Among
the twenty-one individuals of the :first group, the highest salary was $12,000, the lowest
$2,500, the median $6,667, and the average $6,82~. That college admini~tions drive
closer bargains with seasonal coaches than athletic associations may be inferred from
the :five salaries of men paid from institutional funds ; or which the highest is $8,000,
the lowest $8,500, the meA-.iaI!. $6,000, and the average $5,500. Thus the seasonal coach
at football appears to be appreciably better paid than the full-time ma.n, although if
employed by the athletic association his m~Yimum salary is the same as that of his
full-time colleague. His minimum salary is the larger by nearly 50 per cent, his median
salary by about 40 per cent, and the average salary for his group by perhaps 15 per
cent. The athletic department or association pays about i4 per cent more for a sea-
sonal coach than the college administration pays, and about 28 per cent more for a
full-time man. From the point of view of expenditure, the institution is apparently,
the more economical employer.

In a consideration of the salaries of head football coaches as compared with the
m~Yimum salaries paid to full professors, a division suggests itself on the basis of the
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" large " and the " small " college. The number of institutions to be considered is Ieduced

to ninety, all told, by the omission of Catholic institutions not employing lay teachers
in one or more of the posts under observation and institutions for which anyone of the
sets of figures were uncertain or incomplete. For this comparison, then, the " small "

college was defined as a university or a college in which the students eligible to compete
in intercollegiate athletics numbered fewer than one thousand; a " large " college, as

a college or a university in which those eligible for intercollegiate competition were
more than one thousand in number.

At the thirty-two small colleges, then, the highest-paid professor received a salary
of $6,000, while the lowest-paid received a m".Yimum of $1,800. The median m".Yimum
salary was $3,700 and the average maximum salary $8,840. Although the minimum
salary paid to a head football coach at an institution ofthis group was the same as the
lowest maximum compensation received by a full professor, namely, $1,800, the highest
paid football coach received $8,000, or $~,000 more than the highest-paid full professor,
which exceeds the m".Yimum salary for a dean at a small college by about $500. On
the average, the head coach for football received $4,168, or $383 more than the
highest-paid full professor, while the coaches' median salary was $8,600, as contrasted
with the median m""Yimum salary of $8,700 paid to a full professor.

At fifty-eight large colleges, the head football coach was still more highly paid. His
highest m,,"Yimum salarY was $14,000, or $~,000 more than the m"Yimum paid to a full
professor, but his lowest minimum salary , -at a Southern institution where the head
football coach engages in business and regards coocbj"g as an avocation, -was only
$~,000, or $1,000 less than the minimum salary of the full professors in the highest-
paid group. The median and average salaries presented even more significant contrasts.
For the professors the median maximum salary was $6,000 ; for the coaches, $6,500.
The average maYimum salary of the highest-paid full professors at these ]arge colleges
was $6,815 ; of the head football coac.hes, $6,9i6, -a difference in favor of the coaches
averaging $611.

It is possible that, in general. the smaller colleges have been more successful than
the larger in limiting the salaries of their head football coaches. Certainly, on the
whole, the head football coach at a small college appears to be paid on a scale more
nearly comparable to that of a professor than he is at a large college. Again it should
be emphasized that the salaries of prot"essors here dealt with are m,,"Tim,,". Consequently
the average salary for all full professors at all of the institutions from which data were
obtained would be much lower than figures herein set forth. Possibly also college
~Amini~tors at smaller institution.c; are able to keep a steadier hand upon athletic
expen~ while larger institutions have a greater income from which to pay larger
salaries to the men who create it. Elsewhere in the study it is indicated that the .larger
the sums that are available for athletics, the more will be spent ~pon athletics. Thus
extravagance has grown by what it fed on.

B. THE SA.LARIES OF 0rHER COA~

The salary of the head football coach touches only one phase or the matter ; the
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salaries of coaches in other branches received consideration. Attention was directed
principally to the coach to w~om the second highest salary was paid. Upon this subject
data were available for eighty colleges. For convenience, the coach who drew the
second highest salary for coaching another branch of intercollegiate athletics than foot-
ball will be referred to as the " second " coach. -

The highest salary paid to such a coach, in rowing, was $10,000, the lowest $2~, the
median $3,500, and the average $4,609. These salaries, as a group, are considerably
below the corresponding figures for mRYimum compensation paid to professors. When
the institutions are divided into two groups, " small" colleges and "large" colleges, the
results obtained are as follows: .

At twenty-five " small " colleges, the highest salary paid to a " second " coach was

$5,000, which was paid to a coach in track and field athletics. The lowest was $275,
which represents a part-time appointment. H it be supposed that the part-time basis
on which this salary was paid invalidates the figDIes, it must be recalled that this com-
pensation represents the whole sum paid at the institution for coaching all work in one
branch of intercollegiate athletics; the fact that the post does not involve sufficient
work to justify a higher salary or a full-time appointment is somewhat beside the
point. Of these salaries, the median is $2,800 and the average is $2,563. One " second "

coach received a higher salary than the head football coach at the same institution,
and one the same salary .

At :fifty-five " large " colleges, three " second " coaches received a larger salary than

the head football coaches at their respective institutions, and four received the same
compensation. The highest salary of a " second " coach was $10,000, paid to a rowing

coach. The lowest was $~~, paid to a part-time football coach. The median salary was
$8, 756, and the average of eighty such salaries is $5,589. Thus, the " second " coaches at
" large " colleges are much the more highly paid, -indeed, they receive on the average
much more than double the salaries of their colleagues in the " smaller " colleges. The

relations of their salaries to those or full professors may be understood by comparing
the foregoing ~ with those set down in the p~ section.

c. NOTES ON THE SAT.A"RTIi'~~ OF COACHES

Although a degree of caution is necessary in making or accepting the statement,

nevertheless the tendency to increase the salaries of head football coaches is well

defined. Probably the notion, expressed by President Kinley of Dlinois, President von

KleinSmid of Southern California, and rrofessor Charles W. Kennedy of Princeton,

that such salaries must be governed by laws of supply and demand is responsible for

the tendency .Expressions of contrary opinion embodied in the Harvard- Yale. Prince-

ton agreement, in the rules of the &cky Mountain Conference, and convention in the

Intercollegiate Conference, -not to place too much stress upon the practice at Dart-

mouth, -serve but to test the general role. It is noteworthy that the salary of one

head football coach (Utah) was increased partly because of a desire to retain his

services and thus to hold the interest of a public with whom he was popular during a
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campaign for a new stadium. Moreover, in three instances business men whot consider
football coaching as their avocation are not above accepting or even de.manding
jncreases of salary as head football coach.

From detailed study of the jncidents that have led to the migration of coaches and
from many other trustworthy facts, the inference is inescapable that the ~)nsibility
for the size of the salaries paid to football coaches rests fiDlalIy with the college presi-
dent. He it is who has bid, or through his permii8ive attitude has allowed othe-rs to bid,
for ~e services of expert coaches. On the other hand, a football coach who is at once
a gentleman, an expert in his calling, and a wholesome in:fInence among his ]?Iayers is
worthy of his hire. The problem is not so much to nimjnj~h coaches' salaJies as to
njminisb the need for paying high salaries to coaches.

A word must be said concernmg the annual sums lavished upon coachiDg and train-
ing at numerous institutions. Selected figures for such expenditures at eight univer-
sities (Harvard, Iowa, Ohio State, New York University., Pennsylvania, University
of Washington, WISCOnsin, Yale) have run as high as .$84,600 for all branches and
$41,800 for 'varsity and f~hm~n football. In the group the lowest :figure for football
coachiDg alone js $15,000 ; for all branches, ~,400. At an interest rate of 4.75 per cent,
$84,600 represents the income from about $1,700,000, an,d $41,800 the return from
$880,000. These capital sums are greater than the endo~7ments of many l~erican
colleges. CertamIy $84,600, or $41,800, or $85,400 is in excess of the annual amounts
spent for instructjon in a great number of university and college depa.rtmeIlts. Such
expenditures for coaching and training clearly reflect a distorted scale of ac.aL1-eInic
and athletic values.

IV. THE WORK OF THE CoACH

The reader who desires a complete discussion of the duti~1 and activities of t:he coach

is referred to some of the excellent treatises on such matters IespeCtiDg numerous

branches of athletics. The present section is concerned with few of the technical aspects

of coaching. A coach is in every sense of the term a specialist, and, moreover, a special-

ist upon whose shoulders, willing or reluctant as the case may be, the past thirty years

have placed an inclSsingly complicated burden. His duties and responsibilities are

first to be py~mined, and then a few notes will be set forth concemiug methods or

coochiDg.

A. OFFICIAL AND 0rHEB. DUTIFB

Upon whatever basis a coach may be retain~ the variety of his duties, official and
otherwise, is comparable in the field of university education only with tha.t of the

college president.

I. Responsibilities

Inasmu"ch as the functions of the coach are rarely defined with clarity in his own
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mind or in that of his employer, except in so far as they are indicated by numerous
cliches that have grown threadbare from overuse, it will be fruitful to py~mine only
a few of the responsibilities that cluster about him. Professor Coleman R. Griffith was
not the :first to note that in most branches of athletics coaches now control the games
and contests. It is seldom the duty of the coach to arouse interest in athletics, inter-
collegiate or intramural, unless he serves also as director of physical education. So far
as the game itself is concerned, the principal work of the coach relates almost univer-
sally to strategy .Indeed, college football, baseball, and, not infrequently, basketball
teams are acknowledged to be highly trained groups of automata that execute the will
of their coaches. For example, the captain of the football team at a large Eastern
university stated that he regarded the captaincy merely as an honor and himself as a
figurehead with respect to the leadership of the team. At another Eastem institution
it was indicated that in baseball the captain is of even less importance than in football
because of the intricacy of both strategy ~d tactics. At a third institution (Prince-
ton), however, the captain of the football team has such part in the direction of play
as the team desires. At colleges like Amherst and Oberlin, the purpose of the coaches
has been to train undergraduates not alone in strategy but in the initiative of tactics
and judgment. Although at one CaJIadian university (McGill) the football coach
occupies a spectator's seat at contests, a telephone connects him with the p1ayers'
bench on the side lines.

The fact of the matter seems to be that, the country over, a college football or base-
ball p18.yer has opportunity to exhibit little more initiative than a chessman. The exi-
gencies of the game forbid original thinking. Not many coaches understand what it
means to let their men workout their own plays and conduct their own ~ms accord-
ingly. It is a commonplace of adverse criticism of present-day coaching methods that
many coaches tend to occupy too much of their men' s time with fundamentals, too
little with playing the game under conditions of contest. In general, college football
players grumble at weekday games ; they live through drill and " skull practice " and

save their energies, both physical and nervous, for the Saturday contest. yet, if ath-
letics are to be " educational," the player must be taught to do his own thinking. In

every branch of athletics the strategy of the game should not be beyond the capacity
of the alertly-minded undergraduate. As matters now stand, no branch owes even a
vestige of its strategy to the undergraduates engaged. Such matters are the affair of
the coach.

Aside from the strategy and most of the tactics of the branches of athletics, the
coach has other responsibilities. In the fields of student health and physical develop-
ment he has few, unless his duties are combined with those of the director of physical
education. He is usually concerned with the use of equipment and accommodations
for his teams, seldom with their provision. A Southern coach, who undeniably pampers
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his athletes, has objected more than once to attempts of the director of a1;hletics to
check expenditure upon luxuries of travel; the possibility that any member of this
particuJar football team should occupy an upper berth was to this coach both abhor-
rent and pathetic. In general, the notion seems to be that no device that may can-
tribute to the protection. and the comfort of players should be withheld. Tile tenet is
often carried rather far in securing specially fitted and individually made braces, pads,
and other pieces of equipment, especially for football players in the backfield. Indeed,
a well-known seller of athletic equipment stated that he was shocked at the extrava-
gance in the use of football supplies at one large Eastern university .

With schedules of games the coach usually is not directly or initially concerned,
although that institution is rare at which he is not consulted during the period when
schedules are in the rn~.k1ng. Most coaches natural1y desire that members of their
teams or squad shall stand well scholastically, -~ause high standing implies eligible
players. After an athlete has played his allotted number of years, his academic~ standing
fails to interest the coach. At a number of universities (Cornell, Harvard, New York
University, Princeton, Purdue) the coaches have been praised for their efforts during
off seasons, sometimes at the behest of college adrn;nistrators, to ~ur athlete:; to better
scholastic performance. On the other hand, in at least one instance the dutil~ of foot-
ball coaches appear to include something very like recnUting. Men who ~I.re wisely
employed upon a full-time basis for physical education have little opportunif;y for such
activities as these.

With respect to the incuJcation of moral principles and qualities, most coaches, when
questioned concerning the matter, place upon it a very strong emphasis, although
doubt has frequently been expressed if the coach in any sport th;n k~ SO 8e'riously of
this phase of his work as a dean, to whom rather than t.o the teacher of academic
subjects his responsibility relates him. In this connection it may well be noted that at
Harvard and Yale members of the coaching staffs meet pE~riodically for ]unc:heon at a
club, to the mutual advantage not alone of themselves but apparently of all4~ncerned
in their work. The unostentatious nature of the qualitiesl of sport-~~n~h;p at these
two institutions is due in part to the relations thus established. Discussion or the
coach's responsibility in securing candidates for athletic teams and in other extramural
relationships is for the present postponed. The president of one college commeD.ded
his football coach because of his ability to establish and maintain the friend)y interest
of the alumni in the'institution. At three larger universities, the activities: of single
coaches or or who]e staffs have earned the gratitude of administrators in this particu-
Jar. At most or the institutions of the Intercollegiate Conference the duties o:r the head
football coach, after the conclusion of his season, embrace speaking at luncheons, high
school assemblies, clubs or many kinds, and other engagements or a ~;m;laJl" nature.

In short, the responsibility of the coach is much divided. A third of a century ago
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it wa.s far simpler than it is to-day. Then he wa.s concerned only with -the specifically
technical aspects of his duties ; now academic admini.c:trators are l'equiring or him a far

wider activity and interest.

2. The Occupation or the Coach

It has been noted that at baseball the coach not infrequently is a proCessional player

hired for a season to coach a college ~ Instmction in basketball and in track and

field athletics is often secured from m~mbers or departments of physical education or

from o.thers employed upon a full-time basis. In football. however. where a contrary

condition exists, it is due principally to the notion that status as a member of a faculty
is desirable from the point of view or both coach and institution.

An PYH.minA.tion of the occupations of one hundred and four head football coaches,
aside from their roguJar coaching duties. showed that sixty-seven (64 per ~t) had no
vocation other than football coocbing, although eight others (7 per cent) taught aca-
demic subjects. Not a few of the sixty-seven coaches enjoyed teaching assignments in
courses or schools that deal with football coaching during the regular or summer
sessions (Iowa, Michigan. Wisconsin). and many others instructed in other branches
or athletics or served as directors of physical education.

Of the remainmg thirty-seven coaches who had other occupations than football.
fifteen engaged in bUSiness. Three or the business men were connected with manufac-
turing, two with retail merchandizing, two with selling insurance, and one each with
real estate. the sale or coal. publishing, and the activities of a local chamber of com-
merce. In seven instances the branch of business was not ascertained. In addition.
three coaches were occupied with the law. as practitioner or judge, one with medicine,
one with school teaching. one with dentistry and dental ~ and one as a clergy-
man and social worker. For all of these thirty-seven men presumably the coaching of
football was an avocation. Yet partisans of victory (Ohio State) have objected to one
head football coach.s instructing in a medical school. on the ground that his duties as
teacher left him insufficient time to devote to the game and to his men. A second head
coach (New York University) is engaged on an all-yea.r-round basis with no other
assignments than footba1l. so that he may not be dist:acteci from the duties which his
position involves.

B. NOTES ON METHODS OF CoACBmG

Although the following notes on a few of the most discussed aspecu of coocbing deal
principally with football, it is probable that not di~~mi1S1r situations and problems

arise with respect to other branches or athletics. It is possible to commend, as Iegards

individual branches, coocbing systems at certain universities and colleges where

academic instructors coach teams : Amherst, Bates, Colorado, Hobart, M A..~~J1usetu

Institute or Technology , Pittsburgh, Queen's, Tufu.

1. Discipline and Severity of Method

An enquiry into the severity of discipline and method of most of the one hundred
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and four football coaches of the study prompts to observations concemmg the amount

of time that is spent upon football and the way in which that time is used.

The Intercollegiate Conference limits the duration of daily football practice to two

hours. At one member institution (WlS<:onsin) athletes,expressed gratitude to the Con-

ference for this ]imitation and stated t:hat they spent from three to four hours upon

practice, if dressing be inc]uded. Comparable conditions were found at a rather ]arge

number of universities and colleges. At the height of the footbaJl season Colgate players

have been required to devote as much as eight hours a day, namely, from one o'c]ock

in the afternoon until nine o'clock in the evening to practice and drill.4 At Come)],

however, stringent program. requiremeJltS in the past materially reduced the amount

of time that couJd be devoted by undE'.rgraduates to athletic exercise, including foot-

ba11. Indeed, at a number of technical and scientific institutions the amount of time

allowed for organized athletics was miJlimal.

The ways in which the coach may ch~)Ose to allot the time of his men during practice

hours has even more importance. Often coaches overwork their players in drills and

games. There is ample testimony to the effect that many an undergraduate is unable

to compose himseJf for mental work during the two or three days succeeding an

especjally hard practice or contest. A1; one Eastern university students openly pro-

tested against excessive overwork on the football field. At another an assistant coac~

resigned because his objections to the overworking of men proved vain. For such condi-

tions and for their results in individuall~s and in respect of victory and defeat, some

coaches blame the athletes for not having brought themselves into better physical

condition. Occasionally men are kept in games much longer than is necessary .

Concerning this matter, the publi.c;hed testimony of two deservedly successful
coaches is significant. Professor Stagg writes of " the necessjty for a military obedi-

ence on the football field. A player must obey orders like a so]dier where orders have

been given, and. like a good soldier, act. swiftly and surely on his own in an unforeseen
contingency ." 5 The character and appropriateness of the analogy need not at the

moment detain us. " But a team cannot be clocked at full speed, " wrote Mr .T. A. D .

Jones,6 " at every afternoon's practice and expect to derive much pleasure from their

play. On the other hand. if they are not driven at full speed for the entire hour of

practice which is at their disposal, then it is impossible to attain precision in the

execution of p]ays either offensively or defensively ."
The preference for the " driving" c~>ach is not by any means confined to alumni.

Mt .H. L. Mencken has told in detail ,of the care exercised in the selection of a Mid-

Western football coach and of the dissatisfaction of undergraduates with his gentle

methods. At a number of institutions, the names of which are omitted out of justice
to the coaches concerned. athletes have expressed preference for the " driver," whose

teams win, over the gentler man whose efforts end in defeat or mediocrity .In this

connection enquiry was made into the ,charges of brutality which had been made both

openJy and covertly concerning the use of certain equipment by a coach at an Eastern

f Mr. W .A.Reid.GraduateMaDa&el'.letterofAIZi1 !S.1H9 : "Dail.,.footb&U poactice is Dot. in ~ of fom boun on 8DY giYeD day."

IA.A. Stagg8Dd.W. W. Stout, ToucAd-.l9i7,pageilS.
." How a Head Coach ~ at Football. ..reprinted in the a-u Alu.m" Buamra. November 17, 1H7, from the ~k.
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institution. Assuredly, at the time of the field visit there was no basis for the rnmor, if
indeed it had ever been grounded in fact. From one p~e in a discussion of coaching 7
it would appear that only two courses are open to coaches : weeks of study of the rules
in order to map out the strategy of contests, or " cursing their men into a state of

raving madness." Conversation with undergraduate athletes in comparatively large
numbers over the United States and Ca.na.da. leads to the conclusion that younger
players usually prefer the coach who, although cursing them into " raving madness,"

makes their victory inevitable. With older players such is not the case. Their attitude
suggests boredom over the eruptions of their mentor; having heard them many times,
the sophisticated regard them as interesting phenomena. that are not to be taken too
seriously. Considering the tendency of youth to glory in Sparta.n self -sacrifice for Alma.
Mater, it is perhaps not unna.tura.l to find these young players preferring as coach the
hard-bitten, driving martinet to the softer-spoken teacher of football in proportions
of about two to one, provided always that the methods employed result in the winning
or contests. The soft-spoken coach whose teams win is always popular .

'-'

~. Side-Line Coaching

Coaching from the side lines or from the players' bench is commonly discussed from
the point of view of football. The practice obtains, however, in baseball, basketball,
and other branches of athletics as well.

In football, side-line coaching is so common that its existence needs no proof. Its
universality and the distrust that it engenders are attested by the suspicion directed
at the field physician when his duties call him out upon the footbaJl field. Indeed, a
former captain (VIrginia) stated that after his team had advanced to an opponent's
twenty-five-yard line their signals always issued from the coach on the bench. One
novel es:pedient in side-line coochiDg deserves special mention. It so happened that on
the football team of an Eastern university there played two brothers, Hawaiians, who
were used by the coach to transmit signals to the team in action. One brother would
be on the field; the other would sit beside the coach on the bench. At the instance of
the coach, the player on the bench shouted, m Hawaiian, to his brother with the team
indications of the tactics that the coach desired the team to employ at critical moments.

Many persons who are interested in college athletics admit freely that side-line
coochiDg is an abuse that should be ended, but few have attempted to mitigate it. The
best authenticated case or a coach's ending the practice concerns a Western university
(Southern California) where the coach has refused repeatedly to send by iDgoiDg sub.
stitutes information or directions to players during a game. It is not to be denied that
side-line coochiDg has robbed the undergraduate of many of the benefits that the game
of football might without it confer.

~

8. Scouting in Football

In recent years no single phase of college football has been more argued than scout-
, Coleman R. Grifiith, p.,c1ologJ! of ODGciSng, IH6, page 89.

~
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ing. which may be defined as an organized attempt on the part or a coach or ~L coaching
staff to ~ in advance the principles, methods, and details or play to be employed
by opponents. Not all of the tales concerning devious ~ents bent to thiJ~ use need
be credited in forming an opinion concerning it. In favor of scouting the argtr[IJ.ents nm
about as follows: It gives the better team a better opportunity of winnmg. With it
fewer victories are the results of chance advantage. Scouting relieves the almost un-
bearable strain that a football season imposes upon the coach, and it makes the occu-
pation of coaching more interesting to those engaged in it. The abolition of scouting
would encourage in the mind of the coach at any institution suspicion and (listrust of
other coaches. Moreover, attempts by college presidents to enforce non-scouting agree-
ments upon coaches have resulted in dissatisfaction to all concerned. Finally, it is
argued, a head coach at football cannot avoid receiving information concerning oppos-
ing teams and plays. Agreements to abolish scouting are complicated by :interested
alumni who, after attending a game in which the team of a future opponent of their
own institution participates, write to their coach concerning it. The effectiveness of

newspaper reporting to-day makes it almost impossible for any coach to relnain long
in ignorance of his opponent's strategy and tactics.

Those who oppose scouting at football attack it upon ,several grounds : 'They cite
the testimony of certain coaches who state that scouting by enthusiastic but inexpert
alumni has proved to be one of the most harmful attempt.~ to aid in the dev:elopment
of a team. BespectiDg the cost of scouting, they refer to expenditure at a Catholic
university of $800 a season for each scout employed. ADl expenditure of $~,500 for
scouting is not uncommon, and occa..~onally the figure ~y reach $8,500. They point
to an occasion upon which a coach at a New England college scouted a game so effectu-
ally with a stenographer that a contest resulted in overwheJming defeat for th.e scouted
tea.In, and that later, some of this information falling into the hands of anotl:ler coach,
a second contest resulted in a score of 48-0. Fin&iJy , they indicate that the E~borate-
ness of the records of scouts and of outlines of games and plays, the pictures, both still
and moving, now being taken of the teams of future opponents (Columbia, Dart-
mouth), and the highly technical nature of scouting lead directly to open professiona1-
ism in this activity .

Mr. Glenn Warner writes,8 "Nearly every football coach has a competent and
trnstworthy football man who makes it a point to see each ~[)f the strongest rival teams
play in at least one game, in order to note the opponents' styJe of offense and. defense,
and general style of play ." " It was the scout's special duty to see just how the Irtrongest

plays were run off. Individual defects were also noted. With all this informati.on in the
hands of the head football coach he knew just how to attack his opponents aIJld how to
circumvent their strongest plays." " In the inner circles of schooJ and college athletics
it is not co~idered unethicaJ or unsport-~Jln l1ke to scout opposing teams to tiBe extent

'Glenn Scobey Warner. F~for CoacAu and PllZr-. 19!7. paga 124.125.
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of seeing them. play their games. It is perfectly legitimate to do that, but in some cases
the practice is caJTied too far."

After an experiment lasting one year it was decided by the Yale Board or Athletic
Control that non-scouting should be adopted as a permanent policy of football at
Yale. Four of the institutions that Yale meets at football ~ to this convention.
Yale, however, will scout no opponent rega1dIess or that opponent's attitude toward
scouting. The experimental period of abstention from scouting at Yale included an
agreement between Mr. T. A. D. Jones and Captain L. McC. Jones or the United
States Military Academy, which produced some di$culties or conscientious applica-
tion but was honorably kept on both sides. Yale athletic officials, coaches, and athletes
appear to be 11n~.nimous in their conviction that the absence or scouting decreases the
importance or victory at football and augments the attractiveness or the game as a
diversion.

The most practical argument against football scouting is the large expenditure that
it involves. Yet with one or two exceptions those who have to do with athletic ex-
penditures ~ the cost or scouting as almost negligible. At only a few institutions
is the cost considered significant. Whether or not the ~~!!1'1~ attitude be due to
the influence of English university tradition, at the Dominion universities (McGill,
Queen's, Toronto) scouting is considered unspo~~e and the athletic authorities
of these institutions have ~ not to make use of it.

C. ONE ECONOMIC AsPEcr OF THE CoACH'S CALLING

In any discussion of coachiDg the fact must never be ignored that the coach, and

particularly the football coach, is a specialist whose income has been made to depend
upon producing "results. " Moreover, in many instances the producing of "results"

is a direct consideration in employment and ~ppointment. The loss of a few games,

the jealousy of prominent players, an unintentional affront on the part of a coach may

lead to dire consequences, affecting not only his own tenure but the food and shelter

or his wife and children.
The results which the coach is expected to " produce " depend upon the ideals of the

university or college with which he is connected. At best he must acknowledge many

masters, -far more, indeed, than his academic colleagues. It is this hope of freedom

from divided responsibility which induces him to sacrifice a fourth of his possible earn-

ings at his occupation in exchange for a tenure which, he trusts, will provide him with

a salary sufficient for the needs of ~~lf and those dependent upon him.

v. A FEW OF THE Erra...1J1Wo RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CoACH

It is manifestly impossible to discuss in detail all of the relationships which the col-
lege athletic coach enjoys. An that can be ventured, therefore, is to select some five or
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six phases of the extramural contacts that apparently are common to most of the

coaches, and to proffer a few notes upon each.

A. WITH COA~ AT 0rHEB CoLLEGES

In spite of mInors, printed or oral, it does not appear that antipathies between
college coaches at the same or at different institutions are greater or more numerous
than those that inevitably affect human relationships in other walks of life. Hence, the
" temperamental " characteristics of the coach, to whatever results they may lead when

a change in the personnel of a coaching staff becomes desirable, are not worthy of more
serious adm1n1strative consideration than those of college teachers of academic sub-
jects. Strained athletic relationships between institutions in the past have grown in a
few instances from personal differences between instructors of teams ; three well-sub-
stantiated cases have come to the attention or the study. A critic has remarked that
in one respect football coaches appear to resemble the Indians or fiction; they never
forget the offenses of a rival. To at least one other unfriendly relationship the passage
of years has wrought ror the two coaches involved a mutual tolerance and respect that
is worthy of note.

B. WITH THE RECBUlTING AND SUBSIDIZING OF ATBLErES

The part played by some coaches in the recruiting and subsidizing of college athletes
is discussed in Chapter X. For the moment only brief general observations are at-

tempted. In the South and Middle 'W"est the restriction that coaches shall not initiate

correspondence with candida~ for achnission to colleges, who have displayed promise
as athletes, is evaded by two well-estabIished procedures : In the first place, frequently

contacts are initiated throUgh personal interviews between coach and candidate which,

althoUgh they are not Ii~ C1A..~~~~ble as correspondence. nevertheless lead in the
course of time to situations which it was the intent of the rules to obviate. In the second

place, certain coaches secure the names of promiliDg schoolboy athletes from news-

papers. They then dispatch letters to alumni requesting them urgently to interview
the boys and to ask them to write to the coaches. This procedure assuredly is equiva-
lent to the initiation of corresponden(~. The sanctimonious attitude of the coach who

thus violates the spirit of regulations would be despicable if it were not comic.

Although many coaches maintain that they do not desire the athlere who is on the
lookout for perquisites and although several coaches, when interviewed, have ~ted

emphatically that they had no room on their squads for men who had been recruited
or sub.~~~, nevertheless the letters of coaches to such athletes show no discernible

disaffection from them, even when prominent players, from knowledge in the posses-
sion of the coach or from suspicion which even he cannot escape, inevitably are re-
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u,garded as hirelings. The experience of this study leads emphatically to the conclusion
that any coach can end the subsidizing of athletes if it exists at the institution- with
which he is connected. Moreover, a gesture or a tone or voice would be sufficient to
discontinue or considerably to modify the practice or local merchants in offering
rewards to p1ayers who accomplish noteworthy individual feats.9

Journeys undertaken by the coach for the purpose of addressills high school assem-
blies and the ready conversion of such jaunts into recruiting tours are discu.c;sed in other

pages.

c. WITH ALUMNI

From information gained in the present study it is clear that when a coach depends
for salary or tenure upon the will of alumni, conditions unsatisfactory to the coach are

most difficult to remedy. In such instances the power exercised by former students in

certain aspects of athletics, always on the intercollegiate side, is likely to be great.

Seldom is such a situation ideally comfortable. Occasionally, also, a coach is led to form

such connections by the private hope that a. summer camp which he conducts may

prosper through favorable graduate opinion and an access of boys influenced by it.

Unfortunately for the calling of the coach, in not a few instances the alumni appear

to be an Olympian group to be placated at almost any sacrifice.

v
D. WITH TOWNSMEN

Many a coach has found to his discomfort that friendship with individual members

or small groups of townsmen can lead to an undue controlling interest on the part of

fundamentally wel1-disposed individuals in the affairs of a university or college. The
coach who, at the end of a victorious season, is the idol of the town is likely after a less

fortunate schedule to find himself regarded less highly and even with suspicion. Those

instances in which college admini~tors have attempted to capitalize for purposes of

soliciting funds the friendly regard in which a coach is held by a local community have

been fraught with the possibility of injustice to both the coaches and the institutions.

E .W 1TH THE PRESS

Since the connection of newspapers and. periodicals with college athletics is pYSlmined

at length in a subsequent chapter, for the moment our concern is with a very limited

portion of this subject. During the early days of this enquiry the statement was fre-

quently made to members of the staff that the newspaper publicity accorded to many

coaches was bought and paid for in cash or in kind. In view of the seriousness of the

charge, special steps were taken to study it and the events which gave it rise. No such

accusation was clearly substantiated. Although a statement to the effect that a coach's

.Cf. the article by Myles Lane in the D~ LiterafJI Magazine, May, 1928.

"
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pub1icity is never paid for might be too sweeping, several test cases upon scrutiny
proved to be motivated partly by sincere and intense admiration on the part of a sports
writer for a coach, partly by the newspaper man's need for copy. It is, of course, possi-
b1e that in some sections of the country newspaper writers on college athletics have
been bribed by cash payments or by free tickets to discuss favorably the work of
certain coaches. At the same time, in connection with such a wide distribution or com-
plimentary tickets as takes place at certain California universities and at the Univer-
sity of w 1SCOnsin, it has not been estab1ished that passes to games exert tangible
influence upon reporters or sports editors.

With regard to interviews with news,paper reporters a former Eastern football coach
has this to say: 10 ..If we talked less in the press and more among ourselves we should

get along better." A ~mil~.1" attitude on the part of responsible coaches would do much
to c1imini~h the notoriety achieved through newspaper stories concerning college

athletes, the use or the names or yOtmg men in connection with the advertising of
portabJe typewriters, clothing, sweaters, and other merchandise, and the publicity
which attends the purchasing of the ]1aInes and photographs of coaches and players
ror advertising cigarettes.

VI. A'rrmJDE AND INFLUENCE

Athletic coaches, in spite of the notoriety that newspaper writers have .bestowed

upon them, differ not a whit from the generality of m~n1l;nd. As with other men, the

deepest tragedy among coaches is found where exigencies of the caI1ing or of a situation
have given rise to an increasing series of compromises with ideals which, starting in a

coOperative yielding to comparatively innocuous practical considerations, increases
with repetition until the life and influence of the man have come to be an almost per-

petual negation of the verities. Happy is the coach to whom years and experience

bring knowledge of the true relation of sport to education. Thrice happy is the college
with which such a man is connected. .

A. A.J:-J.'J.'J.'uJJE TOWARD CONTESTS

One of the great difficulties that beset the paid coach in any branch of athletics

arises from the fact that having received, whether by his own choice or through the

will of others, certain responsibilities, he must justify them publicly through the

matches in which his teams or crews engage. In considering the resemblances that

coaching bears to academic instruction, the fact is seldom noted that the responslDility
of the coach for the " success " of his men. -however " success " be defined, -is tested

by oubide agencies frequently and i1nJnediately after he has imparted his instnIction ;

whereas the college professor of Latin or economics or ~eering. under the American
" T. A. D. Jones, ..How & Head Coach ~ at Football, ..~~ in the H~ Alumni BtIllGin. November 17. 19!7. from
theQ1dld. .
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system of ~YRmin~tion, himself sets his immediate tests for his own pupils, and any
larger ultimate tests of them. as scholars or engineers or men of affairs are long deferred,
in many cases until years after graduation. From the immediacy and the publicity of
the tests to which athletes are subjected arises, on ~e part of those interested in college
athletics, a scrutiny of methods and results which no coach can escape.

Careful consideration of individual instances leads to the conclusion that nowadays
the coach who openly teaches his men to win by unfair means is very exceptional. Mr .
T. A. D. Jones has well SllmmArized the situation when he writes: .'1 do not be]ieve
that many men in football encourage this kind of thing ; but I am convinced that there
are still a very few not above turning a trick when they can do it handily .But, gener-
ally speaking, I am thoroughJy sold on the men who are handling football." The
statements of many athletes leave an inescapable impression that certain players, at
the behest of their coaches, keep the rules when the rules do not stand in the way of
gaining a point. It must be acknowl~ with reluctance that the primitive fear of
penalty or of loss is still in college athletics a powerful preventive of unfair p]ay. If one
could feel assured that all coaches were in this regard as conscientious as some coaches,
there would be little question concerning the moral values to be gained from games and
contests. At a meeting of coaches and football officia]s held in the spring of 1~, indica-
tions were not lacking that not a.1l coaches desire to see the nIles strictly and accurately
enforced at a.1l times. Hence their representation upon the Football Rules Committee
by men whose livelihood is gained from college football is to be justified only by its
results. The best of C~-.iaIl football coaches express in word and in deed an attitude
toward their calling far different from that of their American colleagues.

B. THE CoACH AND SPORT&IANSHIP

Effort has been made to ascertain the extent to which IDagJIaDimity , good manners,

and friendliness in contests can be ascribed directly to the precepts or the example or

coaches. The conclusion or this enquiry is stated with some reluctance. There is a series

or striking instances in which much good feeling among players on opposing teams is

traceable to the influence or coaches. But very few American coaches are consistently,

actively, and practically concerned with the sport-~Jln~nip of their athJetes. Some,

indeed, preach it loudly but practice it only in restricted fashion. Some insist upon it

occasionally. A few exemplify it quietly, earnestly, and thoroughly. These men,

whether their salaries be high or low, whether their teams win or lose, are without

pnce.
In this connection three observations have importance : First, it ~ to be a fact

or coaching practice that in the West athJetes, especially football players, are coached

to be more aggressive than in the East. Moreover, certain .teams which meet Western

or Mid-Western opponents have been so coached for specific games. SecondJy, one
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prominent coach expressed the opinion that football is essentially a training, a labora-
tory period, and that it is not in reality a sport at aJl. Numerous instances, among them
cases where football squads are composed of men engaged in the study of physical
education and where large proportions of 'varsity teams are made up of subsidized
athletes, bear widespread testimony to the growth o~ this notion. Thirdly, few coaches
in the midst of their manifold technical duties and responsibilities are able, even if they
were disposed, to give attention to ways and means of turning football players into

good sportsmen.
Manifestly, it is absurd to expect a coach who himself is without the instincts of a

sportsman to develop teams or crews who have those instincts. It is equal1y absurd to
suppose that good may come from methods of a coach who says, in effect, " You men

must be sportsmen, or I '11 cut you off the squad. ~' Youth has too much of the comic
spirit to suffer such priggishness. Yet in so far as the character of a man, its making and
its modification, are within his own control and the control of others, just so far also
is the development of a spirit of magnanimous rivalry , whether between individuals or
between institutions, within the power of those who bear the heat and burden of that
rivalry .It has been repeatedly demonstrated that here, at any rate, men mayadd cubits
to the spiritual stature of themselves and their fellows merely by taking thought.

C. THE INFLUENCE OF THE COACH

More or less intimate contacts with many coaches prompt to the belief that even

the most advertised among them are not the evil geniuses they are supposed to be.

During the study a certain football coach was stigmatized as a teacher of rough and

unfair football and in support of the accusation the coach's own words were cited. Yet

this is a S11mmSIry of what an admini.qrative officer at the college in question told a

member of our staff : ,cWe admire this coach, the boys admire him, and he was a good

influence here. From a careful PYSl.minSl.tion of the boys and from being present on the

field, we have been unable to find evidence of instructions to cheat, or foul, or slug, but

his oratory gets the upper hand. He talks too much. What he said was colored by those

who repeated it, and he thereby injured not ourselves but our reputation." No matter

what their status, coaches, having elected to wrest a living from athletics, must, like

all others of their group, please their public. Doubtless a very great compensation lies

in the esteem in which practically all of the coaches of this study are held upon their

respective campuses, especially by the undergraduates. Yet, upon occasion, this popu-

larity may be purchased at high cost. The coach who boldly demands monetary con-

cessions for football men and at the same time permits misrepresentation of amounts

paid to them as set down in eligibility blanks sent to other institutions of a conference

is playing a double game, which profits neither his university nor his men. Through

pressure -tor victory coaches have been known to pamper athletes in two respects :
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First, young men have been led to value highly their own powers and to attempt to
assure themselves of scholarships or aids or even direct financial payments before com-
peting for teams (Ohio Wesleyan, various Pennsylvania colleges) ; and secondly, the
scholastic pampering of athletes appears to be the chief responsibility of many football
coaches after the close of their season. At three institutions partL~hip for and
againSt coaches has divided the respective student bodies to the extent that under-
graduates are losing much of their zest for athletics. These cases are as exceptional as
that of a young coach who, although he suffered from an unenviable reputation beyond
the campus on which he worked, was there regarded as an exemplar of piety .Of this
matter the important facts are two: Many coaches have earned the high opinion of
college administrators, alumni, and undergraduates as wholesome influences in campus
life. Not a few coaches, whether of this or of other types, sincerely en joy working with
young men and influencing their ideals and their conduct for good.

u

CoNCLUSION

"The paid coach," remarked an Oxford don much respected for his interest and in-
fiuence in college and university sports, " is at the bottom of all difficulties in American

college athletics." From the British point of view the statement is entirely just. In
English Rugby there is no such thing as a professional coach. The professional oarsman

passed from British amateur rowing nearly a century ago. Paid coaches for university

track and field athletics and association football at Oxford and Cambridge are em.-

ployees solely. At the older and at most of the newer English universities .-:hing in

intramural or in 'varsity sports ~ upon a universally sincere ~ for the status

of the amateur. .,

To infer that British practice in this particu1ar furnishes a model to be followed in-
discrimiDately in the United States would be absurd. But it would be even more absurd

to ignore British practice altogether. Between the two extremes of English and Ameri-

can ~hing custom stands the Canadian, which has preserved, by the operation of

the British sports tradition, more than a little of the English ideal of amateur coacbmg .

It must not be forgotten that Englishmen have had in this particular far more and

sb&11Jer experience than we. We should be guilty of wasting our opportunities if we

neglected or disregatded what this experience has taught English and C.aILRA--.iaIl uni-

versity sportsmen.
In c~hing, as in other phases of college athletics, the American demands " the

best " ; his innate idPAli~ makes him discontented with halfway measures. He

believes that in coaching, as in other matters, he can procure the best by purchase and
that the higher the price, the better the quality .Here his idPAli~ may be and some-
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times is misapplied. He fails to reckon with the devotion which a task comm~!1ds and
which in his business and commercial relationships he well knows has no pril~e.

Doubtless at an ideal university professional coaching would find no place. It would

be indeed a courageous college that al>olished the paid coach. Yet among a ~~up of

colleges and universities a sincere cOOperative effort, shom of special pleadjng and the
consideration of exceptional cases as if they were typical of all, to arrive at a (~mmon

understanding of the place and function of the coach, paid or unpaid, in American
college life would benefit not alone the institutions concerned in it but the very coaches

whose situation would thereby be clarified.

Obviously, the position of a coach whose tenure depends upon victory is llOth un-
fortunate and unfair. The situation is deleterious to sport but especially to education,

however it be defined. A coach who trusts to faculty status and fair words for safety
in the hour of disapproval leans upon a broken reed. When the new ideals now stir1iDg

public and private school athletics reach their inevitable fruition in college and uni-

versity sport, a change will come over the attitude of the coach toward his own calling.

It remains to be seen whether coachest through conviction, sound business juldgment,

or mere prudential shrewdness, will aJlticipate and hasten that change thro~h their

own efforts.


